
                    ATTACHMENT F 

 

QUESTIONS AND RESPONSES TO PREVIOUS 
RFQ UB-20-W-25  

 
 

 
In the Learning Commons Building: 
 

1) QUESTION:  Is the space currently occupied or being renovated? 
 

RESPONSE: The space will undergo renovation as stated in the RFQ. Refer to 
construction documents sheets A-01_LC, A-02_LC, DT_03_LC, DT_04_LC and 
A_01_AC for scope of renovation. Floor plans reflect the renovated conditions that 
will exist when data/telecom installation will occur.  

 
2) QUESTION:  What is the cable pathway for under the desks in Room 201 and similar 

classroom areas and who is going to provide it? 
 

RESPONSE: The data/telecom contractor will provide the cable pathway for under 
the desks in rooms 201 and 203. Refer to key note T6 on sheet A_02_LC. 

 
 

3) QUESTION:  Room 203, is anything being ran to the podiums as well?  
 

RESPONSE: Currently equipment cabling is run to floor mounted data ports for 
existing UB connections. Tenant has requested a similar cabling/data port location 
for their networked jacks. Refer to note T1.  

      
      4)  QUESTION:  What height are the charging station data jacks?  44” counter height? 

 
 RESPONSE: Yes, data jacks are to be located at a height of 44”a.f.f. 
 

       5)  QUESTION:  Where the lockers are, outside of Room 207, for data outlet, how high  
 will it be?  Surface mount?  D5?  60”? 
 
 RESPONSE: Lockers will be removed as part of the demolition phase for the    
renovation project (Demo note D2 on sheet D_01_LC). The mounting height for the 
data port in the hallway outside of room LC207 is 84”a.f.f. The data ports will be 
surface mount in raceways provided by the Data/Telecomm contractor. 



       
In the Academic Center Building: 
 

 
6)  QUESTION:  In Room 319, how high will the tv be mounted? 
 
      RESPONSE: Tenant is no longer installing a wall-mounted  
      monitor in Room 319. They are doing a mobile AV cart. The data port for this  
      location can be at a standard height. 
 
 

General Questions 
 

7)  QUESTION:  Will the low-voltage contractor be responsible for a low-voltage  
        permit? In addition, will the General Contractor be responsible for a Building  
        Permit? 

       RESPONSE: UB is not involved in permitting requirements for inside cable  
       plant construction. 

 

        
        
        

        

 

 
 
 
 
   

 


